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Macbeth is one of Shakespeare's most intense characters. While he is certainly no hero, he's not a typical villain, either.
Macbeth is complex, and his guilt for his .

The appearance of Banquo 's ghost, in particular, causes him to swing from one state of mind to another until
he is no longer sure of what is and "what is not" I:3, Had Macbeth not met the witches, or had he been married
to a different woman, he might never have dreamed of becoming king. There was people dying and others
wanted to hurt other people for something they wanted or was jealous of. The character of Macbeth, in a
sense, comes full circle: He returns to battle, but now as a monstrous, broken, and desperate version of his
earlier, honorable self. This divided conscience continues to the end of the play, where there is a sense of relief
when the soldiers arrive at his gate. Derived by different motives, Macbeth finds himself in different situations
which resulted in his unstable personality. He has a conscience, which hinders him at first in securing the
crown. After Satan falls prey to his pride and ambition and rebels against God, he becomes more and more
committed to further corruption and evil deeds. Viewing Macbeth as an inherently evil creature is difficult
because he lacks psychological stability and strength of character. In later times, writers became interested in
figures who cover up a first transgression with further evil acts. It remains an open question at the end of the
play whether Macbeth could have done anything to avoid his fate. More recently, in the TV series Breaking
Bad, the main character becomes a drug dealer to help his family, but gradually becomes corrupted by the
actions he takes, and by his own greed. His ambition now begins to spur him toward further terrible deeds, and
he starts to disregard and even to challenge Fate and Fortune. As the play advances, Macbeth is overwhelmed
with a combination of ambition, violence, self-doubt, and ever-increasing inner turmoil. At his end, Macbeth
embodies an eternal archetype of the weak tyrant: the ruler whose brutality is borne of inner weakness, greed
for power, guilt, and susceptibility to others' schemes and pressures. We see the events of the play affect his
mental clarity: His guilt causes him a great deal of mental anguish and leads to insomnia and hallucinations,
such as the famous bloody dagger and the ghost of Banquo. When Duncan announces that he intends the
kingdom to pass to his son Malcolm , Macbeth appears frustrated. And like other Shakespeare characters who
rely on ghosts and otherworldly portents, such as Hamlet and King Lear , Macbeth does not fare well in the
end. Despite his fearless character in battle, Macbeth is concerned by the prophecies of the Witches, and his
thoughts remain confused, both before, during, and after his murder of King Duncan. Wit is defined as
intelligence, mental soundness, ingenuity, acumen, thinker, intellect. He is unable to bear the psychological
consequences of his atrocities. The term, simply means, a character with the qualities of noble, and
high-standing, but has flaws eventually leads to a tragedy. He initially tries to put thoughts about murdering
Duncan out of his mind as soon as they come up. On many occasions Macbeth, the main character, is seen as a
tragic hero role. He even changes his mind about carrying out the plan and has to be talked back into it.
Macbeth is seen transforming from being a well celebrated and valiant general to be a wicked tyrant king of
Scotland.


